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From Reader Review Petting Them: An Anthology of Claw-ver
Tails for online ebook

SJ says

This is an absolutely fabulous collection of stories, I usually find with anthology’s that there are some I love
better than other but I can honestly say each story had me hooked and totally in love, I very highly
recommend this read

iliana G says

What a great anthology.
I have not read all the stories yet but i did read a couple and i am sure going to read more.
Well written characters and wonderful stories.

Meow Baby by Rebecca Royce and Ripley Prosperina
It's no secret i am a huge fun of Rebecca Royce but this is the first time i read something of RIpley
Prosperina.
I absolutely loved the story and the boys!
Fast paced story with fun moments but also keeping you on the spot.
A page turner!!!

TipseyBookReviews says

Loving this anthology. Plus the proceeds go to charity to help rescue animals—

Saving Merritt by Coralee June & Stacy Jones (5 stars)
After many years Merritt returns to her childhood home after her fathers death. Krew, Denver, and Tatum
were her childhood friends/crushes and they have grown up to be some sizzling hot guys. There is a bit of
action/mystery, but I loved seeing their reunion and relationships form. This seems to be a complete story,
but I wouldn’t mind seeing more Krew, Denver, and Tatum :)

Ten Cats Paranormal Society: Possessed by CM Stunich (4 stars)
Alexiah is still in high school, but after losing her mother, she was taken in/lives with Dutch, Rhythm, Luke,
and Tate. They are the 10 Cats Paranormal Society and they are ghost hunters - self admitted cons who
swindle those who think they are haunted. But their newest client turns out to be more than they bargained
for... This is just a prequel story, but I am really intrigued and hope the next book is out soon.

How to Date a Werewolf...or Three by Knox & Miers (3 stars)
Interesting premise. I liked Frankie and her friends. However, the relationships and some aspects of the plot
took leaps that seemed unnatural.

Feral Magic by Tate James (4 stars)
Prequel story. Cleo is on her way to rescue some kittens after having a craptastic day. She meets Adriel,



Biden, and Hunter and things get even crazier. Luckily she has the hot guys to help her :) The story ends with
some suspense and I really want to see what happens next :)

Meow Baby by Rebecca Royce & Ripley Proserpina (4 stars)
Michaella is a healer who lives next to the three Addington brothers, who are terrible neighbors, always
wrecking her property. One day she finds three cats and her life becomes even more chaotic. Michaella is
pretty quiet, but does have an inner strength to have put up with the guys rudeness over the years. I did feel
that this story wrapped up a little too quickly, and would have liked to have the guys grovel a bit more, but
overall this was a quick, cute read.

Their Tygress by Joely Burkhart - Did not read yet

Missing Wolf by G. Bailey (4 stars)
This is a prequel novella. Anastasia (Ana) is just starting college when she is turned into a familiar. In this
world that Bailey has created, familiars are people who have a magical bond with an animal. However, there
are few familiars and humans fear them, so when someone becomes a familiar they are taken to the Familiar
Empire and have to stay there. I really like Ana - she is resilient and and sweet. Liam, Mason, and Alex are
intriguing, and I really want to know more about what is going on with them and the guy in the cape. I’m
looking forward to seeing where this series goes :)

Bethie’s Haven by Cecilia Randall - Haven’t read yet

Shield in the Storm by Kim Faulks (4 stars)
I would call this a companion novella to Spark, and some of the timeframe/elements overlap. This story is set
in the One of Us world, and Shield is already connected with her guys - Renegade, Cassian, and Lorcan. She
is a protector and is prepared to stand up for all of them that were experimented on. I really like Shield and
her guys. She is fierce!

Wildest Dreams by Lucy Smoke - Haven’t read yet.

A Day in the Life of Bandit by Kel Carpenter - Haven’t read

.

Jennifer G says

*Charity Anthology. 100% of proceeds will go towards saving cats and dogs from kill shelters thanks to the
incredible work of Pacific North Pets.

Thirteen authors from the Reverse Harem community have teamed up to contribute stories for this wonderful
project. Ranging from contemporary to paranormal, each story highlights a pet-theme. Entertaining, sexy,
fun, action-packed. This anthology has something for everyone who loves furbabies! Buying and reading this
anthology makes it so easy to accomplish a good deed, it almost feels like cheating. Authors include C.M.
Stunich, Tate James, G. Bailey, Rebecca Royce, and Ripley Proserpina, Coralee June and Stacy Jones, Lucy
Smoke, Kim Faulks, Joely-Sue Burkhart, Kel Carpenter, Graceley Knox and D.D. Miers, and Cecilia
Randall. I will be adding more reviewed stories over time.



Ten Cat's Paranormal Society by C.M. Stunich, 5 Star
Alexiah works as an assistant for a ghost hunter. Ten Cat's promises to cleanse your house of spirits and
demons using their team, their Founder Dutch, demonologist Rhythm, their medium Tate, techie Luke, and
their cats, featuring the six-toed Syxx and Tom Thumb. The truth is they are nothing more than con artists.
Sure, most times they solve the homeowner's problem, but it's not by removing ghosts but fixing pipes or
removing rodents. This doesn't sit well with Alexiah. She hates to lie and she can't stand Rhythm but she
needs the money and it provides her a place to live. Plus, she's got a mad crush on Dutch. He lies as much as
he tells the truth but her heart doesn't seem to care. This business and the people she works with is as close to
home and family as she's got. But this week they are in over their heads/ First, they are attacked by druggies
while on a case. Then later in the week, they end up in a truly haunted house with a vengeful demon. One
who wants to punish the imposters and wants Alexiah as his bride.
This story is unbelievable! So good. You can't help but love Alexiah. Awkward, blurting out random facts,
swooning over her boss, and sparring with Rhythm. I wish I knew what was up with the guys. I hate when
the girl's feelings get trampled when you know that the guys are interested. I still fell for Rhythm myself but
Dutch is a little too smarmy for me. I am intrigued with green eyes and want to know his relation to blue. I
was enthralled with this story from the first con and can't wait for more!

Feral Magic by Tate James, 5 Star
Margaret "Cleo" Carrol has had a terrible day. She lost her job, her rental, her cat died, and now her beloved
camper is broken down on the side of the road in the middle of nowhere as she drives cross-country to Texas
to rescue some kittens. The tow company can't get to her camper until the next day, so Cleo accepts a ride
with a hunky Australian to the next town and gets a hotel room. Hoping to make her evening better than her
day, Cleo meets her rescuer, Hunter at a local bar. Too many beers, whiskey, and tequila later Cleo makes a
deal to take Hunter and his two gorgeous best friends, Adriel and Boden with her to Texas. What Cleo
doesn't believe or understand is that it's a magical deal and if she backs out, she will become an actual rodent.
Cleo's day just got much worse. She has no idea who she truly is, her purpose in this world, who the men are
to her, and that she has enemies who want what is hers and are willing to kill her to get it.
Fantastic! This is such a fun paranormal story with a great backstory. Hunter is beyond yummy, Boden even
more so, and Adriel is frustratingly out of reach at the moment. I can't wait to see him on his knees! This
story was non-stop action with incredible sexual tension. I want more!

Meow, Baby by Rebecca Royce and Ripley Proserpina, 4-star
Set in the Wands and Wards World, Michaella Lansing is a low-level witch who works as a healer at
Prestige Hospital. Her greatest joys in life are helping others with her magic and flying over the ocean
waves. Her greatest trials come in the form of her next-door neighbors, Zach, David, and Bradley Addington,
powerful, rich, spoiled, mean witches who seem to enjoy tormenting her as much as they enjoy throwing
wild parties. Arriving home after a long shift, Michaella once again faces a trashed lawn and their cruel
words. Needing a break, she heads to the ocean before she cleans up the mess. Refreshed she gets back home
to find three large beautiful cats at her front steps. Unable to resist taking in the strays, Michaella opens her
home, her heart, and her life to the three. In return, these three cats set Michaella on a path to a new,
wonderful life.
This is an adorably sweet story about what's truly important in life. Hint: it's not riches or powerful magic.
Michaella is lovely, too hard on herself, but in this world, low-level witches are generally unappreciated. The
Addingtons are awful. I would have liked to see more work put into their characters' redemption but since
this is a novella, I understand. The ending more than made up for their earlier character flaws. It was also
nice to see Lawson again!

Wildest Dreams by Lucy Smoke, 4 stars
Jen has worked for a tabloid for years but now she has her big chance as a wildlife photographer on a job in



South Africa. She will be photographing a wildlife vet and his two assistants as well as the country, people,
and animals. This is what she's always dreamed of doing. However, when she gets to the camp, it turns out
that the vet, Preston is the man she fell in love with 6 years ago, the man she gave her virginity to, the man
who disappeared without a word on her the next morning and broke her heart. Jen wants to leave but she
can't give up her dream and she can't allow Preston to hurt her any more than he already has. She would also
like to get to know his two assistants better. Much better. Jay and Wren are as exciting to Jen as the raw
beauty of South Africa. If only she could forget her feelings for Preston.
This is an entertaining read with an important message about poaching. Jen has incredible chemistry with Jay
and Wren. I had a difficult time with Preston. There were inconsistencies with what had actually happened
and the excuse wasn't good enough anyway. It's hard to imagine pining after a guy for 6 years and forgiving
him within days. Still, I loved the setting and the message. I think this would have benefitted as a longer
story. It has great potential.

Francesca Vance says

Joelys Tygress was fast paced and so unique! I couldn't put it down!! Literally read it in one sitting!!

Mona Livsey says

This Review pertains to Meow Baby by Rebecca Royce and Ripley Proserpina.
Meow Baby is a Reverse Harem style Magical Romance. I enjoyed meeting the engaging characters from
this novel. Charismatic as well as Spoilt Rich Boys, the Addington Brothers are far beyond anything
Michaella Lansing wants to deal with on an everyday occurrence. But it is the Season she dreads most,
Summer.
The Season she has no other choice but survive the Addington Terrors!
Fortunately, or is it Unfortunately not everything is as it appears. And after the appearance of three rather
large Felines, life as she knew it has become suddenly more horrific than even Michaella could imagine!
I truly enjoyed delving into this Magical world, meeting these fantastic characters and being reeled into their
lives with the swish of a page. The actions between the characters are fun as well as endearing at times. The
emotions that Michaella goes through is enough to keep you on edge. An absolutely wonderful read!

Paris says

I was lucky enough to get a copy of Their Tygress by Joley Sue Burkhart and I loved it !. This book was fast
paced and the storyline was so unique. I love the idea of appearing in a different world and that's how this
book starts so I found the storyline really interesting. I would recommend this book if you like RH, shifters
and romance. I love how this author writes it makes you feel like your experiencing what she's writing and I
hope their will be a second book to this one.



Danni Rogers says

I loved all these stories! I only had one problem & that was I need more!!! I can’t wait for the rest of their
stories come out! It was such a great taster to get you hooked and ready for the novel/series that is sure to
follow!!

Louise says

So hit & miss. Some of the stories I loved, others I couldn't finish or didn't start.

Kate says

Just didn’t care for the short stories or novellas

Jennifer Doyle says

Omg. So hot. Cant wait to read them all. Joely Sue Burkhart's Their Tygress is hot. Loved it thank you!

Renée says

The Petting Them anthology is a wonderful collection of stories, with 100% of the profits going to Pacific
North Pets.

Meow Baby by Rebecca Royce & Ripley Proserpina
Michaella is a healer witch with limited magic, with three very annoying neighbours. The relationship
Michaella and the Addington brothers changes quickly after being spelled.
This is a wonderful short story, that lacks nothing, as the characters and storyline fabulous.

The Missing Wolf by G. Bailey
College for be an exciting new adventure for Anastasia Noble, she’s joining her her older sister and has plans
for the future. But life rapidly changes when she becomes a familiar.
This is a great start and teaser to a new series.

Courtney Dunham says

Best anthology I have read ever!

I have only read 5 stories so far but I was sucked into each and every one of them! I am seriously thinking of



getting like no sleep so I can continue reading haha. I will update this after I have read a couple more stories,
but I know I wont be disappointed and really hope these stories are expanded on (I know Saving Merritt is a
standlone) and we wont have to wait too much longer for the 2nd book in some of these series ❤? Definitely
pick this up!! Not only are the stories fantastic and animal centric, but all proceeds go to an amazing cause.
Thank you ladies for putting this together ?

Saving Merritt - I absolutely was drawn into this story from the very beginning! Loved Merrit, the story
(which was exciting and longer than I would have thought for an anthology) and the guys...SWOON! I loved
them all and added them to my book boyfriend list. Fantastic job Coralee and Stacy???. This is one of the
stories I really really wish wasn't a standalone. I had all the feels but loved how warm and fuzzy it left me.
After a tough work week, it was definitely a pick me up I needed. And I think Remy stole the whole show
hehe.

Feral Magic - Tate never disappoints and this story is no exception! I loved the concept and need to know
more now!! I loved Boden, Hunter, and Adriel (his story was so touching!) and can't want to see how things
go in Book 2 for Cleo. I love Egyptian mythology and this was a pleasant surprise! Loved the snark in this
book and even if I didn't know it was Tate's story, I would have been able to guess it was hers. I love seeing
Tate's growth since I found her last year. She really has a distinctive voice (and somehow her characters end
up with no panties a lot hahaha).

Their Tygress - I just started listening to Joely's vampire series on audio and I thought I would give her story
a try because I loved the concept. Holy moly, I need more like yesterday!! Fantastic job, Joely, you have
gotten a huge new fan ?. I need to know what happens with Kimber and her 3 princes and I cant wait to see
more POV in her shifter form. Duuuude the princes are so drool worthy, its not even funny. Cannot wait for
more!!

Possessed - CM does it again! I love this story and cant wait for more, especially after that major cliffhanger!
I loved how different the guys were (is there a sort of agreement not to make a move on X?), loved how BA
Tate was, and was super intrigued by Syxx haha. I will say that one thing that irked me was the number of
times the fires were brought up in a short amount of time (how 2 characters both dealt with it and should be
closer/connect because of the similar circumstances). I think that is the only critique I had with the story, but
it didn't deter me at all from getting sucked into the story. Loved it ❤?

How to Date a Werewolf...or 3 - this was my first read of Knox and Miers and I sadly say I was not a fan. I
liked the concept and was super excited to read it. The story started out great, but once the guys were
introduced it really fell short for me regarding the character relationships and the build-up. I felt like Devon
kinda came out of left field and all of a sudden was gonna jump her. He had a couple pages and no real time
with her and all of a sudden there was chemistry. I liked Cash and Adam but I didn't get the connection with
the MC like I did in the other stories. I mean, I can understand Cash not acting like he was feeling, but the
MC didn't call him out on it or even think it when it happened. I would be shocked if that happened to me,
and would have some inner monologue about how confusing he was being. Also, some scenes were
confusing with who was talking, so much so I had to reread 2-3 chapters toward the beginning a couple times
to understand what was going on. I would give this story 3 stars because of that. I would love to see this
story redone and fleshed out because I liked the concept and the way the story ended. Maybe the word limit
was a factor, not sure.



Sanasai says

Stories run between 2-3 stars, but let's face it, I bought it for the sake of helping kitties and puppies, not
because I had high expectations about the content! So 3 stars, but 5 hearts. ;)

Talltree says

3.5 stars


